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Comments: Old growth forests are precious. As a psychologist, I can testify that walking or in an old growth forest

reduces depression and anxiety, and lifts the spirit...as int Japanese custom of forest 'bathing."  The richness that

a forest acquires with long time , the layers of flora, makes such a forest more meaningful - we are connected to

time itself, and our worries seem a little smaller. The beauaty is layered too - mosses, many lichens, and -

typically - the quiet.  Also, of course, these forests are carbon sinks AD they release oxygen as they store CO2/ .

Truly, trees give us humans the breath of life.  And stabilize the climate and thus the thousands of ecosystems of

the whole Garden Planet. 

Thus my husband Paul Davidson and I thank you for initiating this process to secure the long-term health of old-

growth forests. Although these important forests provide numerous benefits to people and to nature, they are

present on only a fraction of the landscape they once covered. This reality, along with the increasing stressors

that these forests face from climate change, highlights the need and urgency for national direction to secure the

conservation and health of our remaining old-growth forests.

 

As the agency refines its old-growth proposal, I urge you to include the following:

-Undertake on-the-ground identification of old-growth stands to ensure that the proposals plan components are

applied to the appropriate places.

-Clarify when proactive management can occur to ensure that management is driven by forest health needs.

-Ensure robust engagement of the public and Tribes in developing local or regional Adaptive Strategies for Old-

Forest Conservation. 

-Provide adequate resources to support the proposals monitoring requirements so that the efficacy of the

management approaches can be assessed and adapted, as needed, to meet the proposals goals.

-Foster data transparency by publicizing information compiled through the National Old-Growth Monitoring

Network, as well as information on vegetation management projects occurring either in old-growth stands or in

priority fire sheds under the agencys Wildfire Crisis Strategy.

 

We've visited the pld gowth forests of the Pacific NW, anda the Joyce Kilmer forest in the Smokey Mts of North

Carolina, and the redwood forst and the Sequoia s.  We suer would love to visit more!!Thank you for recognizing

the many important values of old-growth forests through the initiation of this process, and for considering my

comments.


